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Abstract

Molecular data is created in different formats: MICROSAT, SNP, AFLP, RFLP, DNA, RNA, DISTANCE, PROTEIN, DART, 
INDEL, RAPID. File formats includes Arlequin, Genpop, Structure, Nexus, Mega, Fasta. Scientists working in this fi-
eld needs to analyze this molecular data, and he/she does it by either writing special programs to convert these 
big data to the format he needs or sends his/her data to some centers for analysis. User friendly and easy to use 
web based molecular data converting program was deveopled using R programming language at kafkas Univer-
sity Department of Bioengineering and Department of Computer Engineering. Users can upload their data using 
the Web based program selecting input and out file formats to convert their big molecular data to the format they 
want for analysis using either R, Phyton programming languages or MATLAB Wavelet Toolbox™
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MATLAB, PHYTON VEYA R KULLANARAK WEB TABANLI BÜYÜK MOLEKÜLER VERİ 
DÖNÜŞÜM ANALİZİ

Özet

Moleküler veriler farklı formatlarda oluşturulur: MICROSAT, SNP, AFLP, RFLP, DNA, RNA, MESAFANT, PROTEiN, DART, 
INDEL, hIzLI. Dosya biçimleri arasında Arlequin, Genpop, Structure, Nexus, Mega, Fasta bulunur. Bu alandaki bi-
lim adamları bu moleküler veriyi analiz etmek ve bu büyük veriyi ihtiyaç duyduğu biçime dönüştürmek için özel 
programlar yazarak ya da verilerini analiz için bazı merkezlere göndererek yapar. kullanıcı dostu ve kullanımı ko-
lay web tabanlı moleküler veri dönüştürme programı, kafkas Üniversitesi Biyomühendislik ve Bilgisayar Mühen-
disliği Bölümü’nde R programlama dili kullanılarak geliştirilmiştir. kullanıcılar, giriş ve çıkış dosya formatlarını se-
çen Web tabanlı programı kullanarak veriler yükleyebilirler ve R programlama dili veya MATLAB Wavelet Toolbox 
kullanarak verilerini analiz edebilirler.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Matlab, Wavelet, Big Data, R, Bioenformatics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Junior scientists who are working in Molecular Biology and Genetics and Bioengineering at the Faculty of 
Engineering and Faculty of Medicine wanted to learn Python and R programming languages to analyse 
their big data. They said when they need to cooperate with the international scientists on projects they 
all have been asked whether they knew Python and R programming languages. When they wanted to 
attend some workshops to learn to develop applications to analyze big data, prior knowledge of Python 
was always a prerequisite to attend R programming languages workshops. They said they need to learn 
these programming languages to analyze their big biodata which sometimes as much as terabyte in size. 
Some of them attended my Matlab programming course 3 hours/week for one semester to learn Matlab 
before attending R programming language course since there was no Python course available. R language 
is currently used by most of the molecular biology scientists around the world to analyze their big data.

Molecular data is created in different formats: MICROSAT, SNP, AFLP, RFLP, DNA, RNA, DISTANCE, PROTEIN, 
DART, INDEL, RAPID. File formats includes Arlequin, Genpop, Structure, Nexus, Mega, Fasta. Scientists wor-
king in this field needs to analyze this molecular data, and he/she does it by either writing special prog-
rams to convert these big data to the format he needs or sends his/her data to some centers for analysis. 
There are also some programs available to convert the same molecular data, but none of them is web ba-
sed. Therefore, we decided to develop one web based user friendly program for converting big biodata.

Materials and Method

A web based molecular data converter program using R programming language was developed at Kaf-
kas University Department of Bioengineering and Department of Computer Engineering. Users can up-
load their data using the Web based program selecting input and out file formats to convert their big 
biodata to the format they want.

Results

The developed web based big biodata converter program is very user friendly and easy to use. There are 
also other programs available to convert the same molecular data, but none of them is web based. Now 
the program goes through field testing and the work is still in progress.

Discussion

There are several programs/programming languages used to analyze wavelet data. Scientests working in 
wavelet are using different applications and one of the most common applications is Wavelet Toolbox of 
MatlabTM program. The other programming languages are Fortran, IDL (Interactive Data Language),and 
Python. Torrence and Combo (1998), Artail, et al. (2014), Bruce and Gao (1996) have some guidelines for 
wavelet analysis.

Scientist who wants to analyze wavelet data needs to use one of these programming languages and she/
he also needs to know how to write codes in these programming languages. However, the very same 
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scientist who is working with wavelet may not be very good at writing the codes. It takes years of hard 
work to learn one programming language and write the code to solve a problem. Some sample wavelet 
analysis programs written in Matlab, Fortran, IDL and Python are give in the following web site Wavelet 
Software: http://paos.colorado.edu/research/wavelets/software.html

Matlab has “Wavelet Toolbox™ provides functions and apps for analyzing and synthesizing signals, ima-
ges, and data that exhibit regular behavior punctuated with abrupt changes. The toolbox includes algo-
rithms for the continuous wavelet transform (CWT), scalograms, and wavelet coherence. It also provides 
algorithms and visualizations for discrete wavelet analysis, including decimated, nondecimated, dual-
tree, and wavelet packet transforms. In addition, you can extend the toolbox algorithms with custom 
wavelets”. http://www.mathworks.com/products/wavelet/?requestedDomain=www.mathworks.com# )

“The toolbox lets you analyze how the frequency content of signals changes over time and reveals time-
varying patterns common in multiple signals. You can perform multiresolution analysis to extract fine-scale 
or large-scale features, identify discontinuities, and detect change points or events that are not visible in 
the raw data. You can also use Wavelet Toolbox to efficiently compress data while maintaining perceptual 
quality and to denoise signals and images while retaining features that are often smoothed out by other 
techniques” (http://www.mathworks.com/products/wavelet/?requestedDomain=www.mathworks.com# )

MATLAB is used as a neural network tool (Poojitha et al. 2016), analysis of bio-signals using wavelet trans-
form and genetic algorithm (Sukiennik and Bialasiewicz, 2015). “The Multivariate Exploratory Data Analy-
sis (MEDA) Toolbox in Matlab is a set of multivariate analysis tools for the exploration of data sets. Multi-
variate Statistical Process Control (MSPC) charts and data simulation/approximation algorithms (ADICOV) 
are also included in the toolbox. Most of the exploratory tools are extended for their use with very large 
data sets (Big Data), with unlimited number of observations” (Camacho et al. 2015).

“PCA toolbox for MATLAB is a collection of modules for calculating Principal Component Analysis, as well 
as Cluster Analysis and Multidimensional Scaling, which are two other wellknown multivariate methods 
for unsupervised data exploration” (Ballabio, 2015). Rodrigues et al. (2015) claim that their own imple-
mentation “DataIP outperforms MatLab and R by several orders of magnitude when it comes to hand-
ling large number of instances or large number of parameters”.

Lai (2015) constructed a “simple power system model in DIgSILENT PowerFactory which performs the 
short circuit analysis for the High Impedance Fault(HIF) and the open circuit islanding for the heavy 
load conditions”. He used MATLAB for discrete wavelet transform analysis for the output from the po-
wer system model.

Rübel et al. (2013) developed “OpenMSI, a software framework and platform for efficient access, mana-
gement, and analysis of the data generated by Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI). The OpenMSI file for-
mat supports storage of raw MSI data, metadata, and derived analyses in a single, self-describing format 
based on HDF5 and is supported by a large range of analysis software (e.g., Matlab and R) and program-
ming languages (e.g., C++, Fortran, and Python)”.

http://pubs.acs.org/author/R%C3%BCbel%2C+Oliver
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Dinc and Baleanu (2003) used MATLAB 6.5 software for one-dimensional wavelet analysis. Bigdely-Shamlo 
et al. (2015) propose a standardized early-stage EEG processing pipeline (PREP) and discuss the applica-
tion of the pipeline to more than 600 EEG datasets . Users can download the PREP pipeline as a freely 
available MATLAB library from http://eegstudy.org/prepcode. Manojbhai et al. (2016) developed temp-
late using MATLAB for “high performance computing combined with analytics helps to overcome the 
challenges posed by Big Medical Image data. Dynamic pattern template is then used for searching rele-
vant images from the existing repositories based on the image query.”

2. CONCLUSION

Users can upload their data using the user friendly web based program selecting input and out file for-
mats to convert their big biodata to the format they want. This converted data can later be analysed by 
Matlab or R and programs written in Phyton or Fortran programming languages. The developed web ba-
sed program currently goes through field testing and the coversion of big biodata results obtained using 
this program and other programes are compared to determine the validity and reliability of the program.
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